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Mental health services for people with learning disabilities

A complete overhaul is needed with strong links to mainstream services

Mental health services in the United Kingdom are set for dramatic restructuring in the light of recent government initiatives to improve quality of care and equity of provision. National standards for promoting mental health and treating mental illness are designed to reduce the risk of future tragedies and improve the quality of life of people with mental illness. But little thought has been given to the well documented mental health needs of people with learning disabilities.

In the age of institutional care the disturbed and challenging behaviour of people with learning disabilities was thought to be due to their living environment and their learning disability. Their care was greatly influenced by humanistic and philosophical ideas. The widespread closure of “long stay” hospitals for people with learning disabilities was accompanied by the creation of multidisciplinary community teams that tried to manage a wide range of physical and mental health needs. Unfortunately, over the years, the specialist mental health provision for this group has remained fragmented, outside the mainstream mental health services, and delivered by organisations that have a poor understanding of the special needs of people with learning disabilities.

Between 30% and 50% of people with learning disabilities may show a variety of behaviours, particularly challenging behaviour, that are precipitated by problems such as communication disabilities and physical and mental illness. Challenging behaviour is a common reason why people with learning disabilities are relocated to costly residential facilities that are often far away from their families.

Mental disorders are also more prevalent in people with learning disabilities. In particular, rates of schizophrenia are three times higher than in the general population although there are few data about other types of mental illness. In addition, there is evidence for a subgroup of patients with mental illness and borderline intellectual functioning who are difficult to treat in standard psychiatric services. Attempts to integrate mental health provision for people with learning disabilities with generic mental health services have had only a limited impact in changing professional or service attitudes.

A few joint inpatient schemes have been developed that admit people with learning disabilities who are mentally ill to adult mental health beds and provide extra support from a multidisciplinary disabilities team. No systematic evaluation of these schemes has been carried out: anecdotal evidence...
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suggesrs that this scheme provided well for the mental health needs of people with mild learning disabilities but did not provide for those with more severe levels of cognitive impairment. This system has also been criticised because people with learning disabilities may need longer admissions, which may not be possible with the current pressure on acute psychiatric wards. In the newly published national service framework for mental health there is no mention of the mental health needs of people with learning disabilities.

There is generally poor provision for children and the elderly who have dual diagnoses of learning disabilities and mental illness. There is a dearth of data on service evaluation and patients’ outcomes and insufficient involvement and education of service users and their carers. The continued existence of the separate system of care perpetuates the marginalisation and social exclusion of people with learning disabilities.

A modern and comprehensive mental health service for people with learning disabilities and mental illness must identify the needs of this group but keep its roots within mainstream mental health services. Mental health services for people with learning disabilities need a separate or modified national framework of standards to combat the lottery that is now in operation, with some areas offering innovative services of high quality while neighbouring areas offer no service at all for similar disorders.

Unless the forthcoming strategic review of services for people with learning disabilities, commissioned by the Department of Health, boldly recommends a reform of the specifications for the existing mental health services for people with learning disabilities, this vulnerable group of patients will remain out in the cold.
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**Expandable metal stents in malignant colorectal obstruction**

**Promising, but trials are needed on safety and cost effectiveness**

There are an estimated 300,000 new cases of colorectal cancer detected in Europe and the United States each year; 7–29% of these cases present with complete or partial obstruction of the large bowel. Patients who present with obstruction have a five year survival rate of less than 20%, a far poorer prognosis than patients who present without obstruction. This poor outlook reflects not only the more advanced stage of carcinomas that cause obstruction—40% of these patients have metastatic disease at presentation—but also the greater risks associated with emergency decompressive surgery in elderly people.

Despite the increasing popularity of primary resection and anastomosis, most surgeons still advocate the traditional two stage procedure which creates a temporary stoma. In patients found to have advanced disease this stoma is likely to become permanent. Only about 20% of these patients will survive for one year after this palliative surgery. For patients with “curable” disease there is the option of elective re-anastomosis. Many elderly patients and their surgeons are deterred from the second closure operation because it can lead to morbidity or death; thus many patients are left with a permanent colostomy.

The use of self expanding intraluminal stents is well established in the management of oesophageal and malignant biliary strictures despite the lack of evidence from randomised controlled trials. Since the first colonic stent placement was described by Dohmoto in 1991, several series have been published describing the use of the self expanding metal stent to treat malignant large bowel obstruction, either as a definitive palliative procedure or as an adjunct to allow elective surgery in patients found to have curable disease. A randomised controlled trial using this technique in either of these two settings has yet to be done, and there seems to be little awareness of the technique among general surgeons, oncologists, palliative care teams, or primary care physicians.

The palliative role of this procedure particularly for patients with advanced disease deserves more attention. The use of other palliative endoscopic approaches, including balloon dilatation, the Nd:YAG laser, and injection of laurustinus 9 (polidocanol), are limited by complications and the need for repeated treatment. Colorectal stenting however may offer an effective, single stage alternative, thus avoiding the need for surgery. Although initial concerns, tumour ingrowth has only occasionally been described, but it has been successfully treated by both laser and the insertion of overlapping stents.
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